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BRIEF COMMUNICATIONS
W-BOSON PAIR PRODUCTION

WITH UNDETECTED ELECTRONS
A NEW BASIC PROCESS FOR "Ye COLLIDERS
I. F. Ginzburg*, V. A. Jl'in, A. E. Pukhov, and V. G. Serbo**

The total cross section of the process -ye -+ eWW at energies up to 2 TeV has
been calculated. The contributions to the process come from the three- and fourboson vertices ("'IWW, ZWW, "'("'(WW and "'(ZWW). The large magnitude of
t11e cross section suggests t11at this will be one of the most interesting processes
in studying the structure of the electroweak sector of the Standard Model using
the linear colliders that are now being designed.

The linear e+c, 7e, and n colliders that are now being designed will provide strong possibilities for
both precision measurement of the parameters of the Standard Model (SM) and a ·search for deviations from
the standard three- and four-boson SM vertices in the energy range up to 1-2 TeV (see, e.g., (1-5]).
In this paper we consider 7e collisions. Here the basic process is 7e - v W, and for energy of 500 GeV
its total cross section is equal to 42 pb (in the tree approximation). The vertex -yWW can be checked in this
process. We note that at the tree level the vertices ZWW and 77WW enter the basic processes ee - WW
and 'Y'Y - WW.
The other vertices describing in the SM the interaction of gauge bosons make contributions to processes
of the 3rd and 4th orders relative to the electroweak coupling constant. We have found that the process of
the 3rd order ;e - eWW can be of particular interest in the investigation of the gauge nature of electroweak
interactions.
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Fig. 1
The major contribution to this process is given by diagrams with ·a virtual photon exchange in the
I-channel (Fig. 1): the expression for the cross section involves the large factor ln(s/m;) originating from
the integration near the t-channel pole with respect to the transferred momentum.
\\ie calculated on a computer the total cross section of the process with consideration for all Feynman
diagrams in the tree approximation (altogether 14 diagrams not including the contribution from the Higgs
boson) with the aid of a CompHEP package (6]. For the integration over the phase volume a BASES package
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Fig. 2

Table l

vs (GeV)
200
500
1000
1500
2000

0\ot (pb)

EPM (pb)

0.65
7.75
16.7
22.6
27.2

0.57
7.60
16.2
22.0
26.4

O'( cos 8

< 0.99)

(pb)

0.25
1.43
2.0
2.1
1.9

[7J was used. Besides, thE· results of exact calculations were compared with those estimated by the equivalent
photon method (EPM) [HJ. The calculation data are presented in Fig. 2 and Table l.*
The EPM formula for this process has the form

=

where 5 m;/4Mw> an<l 4Mw>/s < x < 1.
As is seen, the EPM formula provides an adequate result and can be used for crude (but fast) simulation
of experiment.
The major contribution to the cross section is produced by electrons with very small escape angles.
Consequently, the design·•d experiment must not include electron detection.
The cross section tarns out to be large: for
500 GeV it is about 8 pb and for
2 TeV it .
amounts to more than h;:lf the cross section of the basic process ~e - vW. Hence, the process under study
can give a substantial ba:kground for this basic pfocess and compete with it.
The studied proces·; is of considerable interest. Indeed, it can provide an additional possibility of
checking the gauge naturr~ of the electroweak interaction: the four vertices of the interaction of gauge bosons
(-yWW, ZWW, -y-yWW, and 1ZWW) are accessible for analysis even at the tree level, one of them (-yZWW)
being inaccessible to stuc:y at all with 2nd order processes. Of course, all these vertices are interrelated via
gauge invariance.
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following valuES of the parameters were used in the calculations: the fine structure constant
2
o(Mz) 1/128; th'' W-boson mass Mw
80.2 GeV; sin Ow
0.226; and the electron mass m,
5.11 x 10- 4 GeV. We set MH = oo for the mass of the Higgs boson. And Bis the electron escape angle. All
calculations were carried out to an accuracy of 0.5%.
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